INSTITUTE GOES BROKE, AS EC DEPT. SNICKERS

With his assumption of complete dictatorial powers, Leader Compton’s first official act was to announce, at a special meeting last night of the now impotent Corporation, that all Institute courses, except the Economics department, were “completely bankrupt, Communist-ridden, and herewith insolvent.”

He stated furthermore that the entire Institute had been leased to the Associated Tutors as a result of outside pressure. Feldherr Dingee is expected to march on the Coop and occupy Building 5 by Saturday.

Many new changes are expected to result from the revelation of the Institute’s financial status. The Economics department, victorious in withstand bankruptcy, is preparing a set of demands which are to be presented to The Leader within 48 hours. The Institute Buildings, now that Tech is on the rocks, are no longer sinking at the rate of 88 Angstroms per year. Course XX has given up trying.

Marginal utility, the law of supply and demand, liquidated stock, consumer cooperatives, the law of diminishing returns, assumption of ideal conditions, and Walker meals have all been blamed for the collapse. Wiener won’t talk. Tommy Dorsey paid $5.00 to show.

New Technique Goes On Sale Saturday

With the fifty-fourth annual record of strife at Technology completed, Technique’s staff will soon be released from its ten months of hard labor according to Frederick B. Grant, ‘39, editor of the record.

At the same time 1939 Technique itself will be turned loose on the Institute, the first attack being scheduled for the Main Lobby at 11 o’clock this morning. Subsequent attacks will originate at the Lobby on Monday.
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